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on your boots, bring out your sled. Let s fetch our Christmas tree, Dad said. We ll have it trimmed by
first owl s light Before the blizzard strikes tonight. Along with Dad, Mother, and Purr-dy Cat, the
children follow a winding path through the snowy wood. They walk past stonewalls and fallen logs.
Uphill and downhill they hunt for that special tree as the wind blows the blue out of billowing
clouds in a wintry sky. When the children spot the proud spruce, they know it is the tree for them.
Moose tracks circle its trunk. A black-capped chickadee flits from its branches. A snowshoe hare
bounds from its shadow to the edge of the glen. Purr-dy Cat sharpens his claws on the tree s soft
bark. Using a bow saw, the little loggers fell the tree. They load their prize onto the sled and head
home. The sky darkens, and soon the laughing moon replaces the sun. They follow their own tracks
going back, but the path seems different in moonlight....
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This is the best pdf i have got go through until now. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this publication from my i and dad encouraged
this book to find out.
-- Aryanna Sauer-- Aryanna Sauer

The publication is great and fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this
ebook to discover.
-- Linnie Kling-- Linnie Kling
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